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Abstract. Speed and trend in the software evolution demand the more flexible and
available software. For the large-scale software, the availability and automation of
current software online upgrade approach is not ideal, which brings the managers
much work to maintain all the versions of software. In this paper, we introduce the
versioning-based software online upgrade framework (VSOUF) over BitTorrent-like
Peer-to-Peer (P2P) Network. The distributed hash table (DHT) layer and version
control (VC) layer is the core of this framework. Software clients can carry out
initializing and upgrading by the atomic operations of a version control. Borrowing
from P2P, we weave the distributed hash table (DHT) algorithm to speed up the
download rate of a version control so that this framework will not crash under the
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failure of a single node. Finally, experiments have showed the high performance
and availability of the proposed framework.

Keywords: Software online upgrade, version control, distributed hash table, peer-
to-peer network

1 INTRODUCTION

Many large-scale softwares, especially Cloud applications, Web 2.0 applications and
massively multiplayer online (MMO) games, are expected to provide continuous
service to their users without interruption or suspension of the service [1, 2, 3].
To achieve the continuous service, it must be possible to upgrade such a system
by replacing individual software components with new revisions, while the system
continues to operate. In this situation, the challenge is how to reduce the human
intervention and how to manage all the repository revisions of software automati-
cally.

Peer-to-peer (P2P) systems, as one of the most popular Internet applications,
amaze even the experienced observers [4, 5]. Some researchers explore the unique
strength of P2P in high-speed networks, identify performance bottlenecks, and quan-
tify the special needs in the new scenario [6]. At the same time, version control is
the management of multiple revisions. It is most commonly used to manage ongo-
ing development of digital documents like source code, electronic models and other
critical information that may be worked on by a team of people [7]. There are many
previous studies on each of them. However, the theoretical benefits of the P2P
paradigm in the Internet have been widely reported, it remains rare in a potential
integration with the current software online upgrade approach.

In this paper, we have proposed a new Versioning-based Software Online Up-
grade Framework (VSOUF) over BitTorrent-like P2P Network, in which this prob-
lem is resolved gracefully. We explore the potential integration of P2P paradigm
and copy-modify-merge version control methods to solve the problems of current
software online upgrades. In addition, the experimental result of this approach il-
lustrates the optimization of fetching time and downloaded bytes of software online
upgrades. The analysis of service disruption is included to show that the framework
will not crush in the failure of a single node. Although the theory we present is
similar to distributed version control systems (e.g. Git [8], DVCS [9]), the difference
is that our version control approach is inspired by the peers in the swarms over P2P
networks.

The contributions of this paper are multiple. First, it presents a design and
implementation of versioning-based software online upgrade framework (VSOUF).
Second, it is a new integration that the software online upgrade could benefit from
both P2P networks and version control techniques. Third, it quantifies the fetching,
rollback time and downloaded bytes to illustrate the performance of the proposed
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framework. VSOUF is advantageous because it enables P2P distributed hash table
(DHT) to accelerate the upgrade process. On the other hand, the upgrade will
not crush in the failure of some nodes. This delivers the high availability of this
framework.

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. The related work is discussed
in Section 2. Section 3 shows the goal statement of the ideal online upgrade frame-
work. In Section 4, the architecture of our proposed VSOUF is investigated. The
distributed hash table (DHT) layer and version control (VC) layer of this framework
is discussed in detail. In Section 5, we present the discrete software online upgrade
approach and its algorithms using the copy-modify-merge models. In Section 6, we
analyze and demonstrate that the transfer optimization in VSOUF will reduce the
fetch time and the downloaded bytes dramatically. Conclusions are provided in the
last section.

2 RELATED WORK

Currently, there are at least three sorts of approaches to software online upgrade:
package-based, hash-based and versioning-based software upgrades.

Package-based software upgrade is the main release management of Free and
Open Source Software (FOSS) [10]. FOSS distributions are being made of thousands
of components evolving rapidly without centralized coordination [11]. They define
the granularity at which components are managed (installed, removed, upgraded to
a newer version, etc.) using package manager applications, such as APT and YUM.
Furthermore, this way affords an anarchic array of dependency modalities between
the adopted packages. However, there are also shortcomings, especially in dealing
with failures and rollback of upgrades.

Hash-based software upgrade identifies the new version by the MD5 or SHA1
of the software files. It indicates that the file of software needs an upgrade when
and only when the MD5 or SHA1 of the local file is inconsistent with the remote
file. Although it is common in the upgrade of online games, this approach forces the
upgrade server to maintain the file hash list dynamically. It will cause the bottleneck
once the files on an upgrade server are used in massive quantities.

Versioning-based software upgrade is a new approach to benefit from the file ver-
sion control system (VCS). This approach considers that the software is composed
of groups of files. Although there are lots of mature open-source version control
systems, versioned metadata can consume as much space as versioned data [12].
Moreover, conventional version control systems do not efficiently support fault tol-
erance and concurrency control.

The main difficulties related to the management of versioning-based software
upgrades depend on the management of revision repositories. In this respect, pro-
posals like [13] represent a first step toward the rollback management. They exploit
re-creation of removing packages on-the-fly, so that they can be re-installed to undo
the upgrade. However, such approach can still need the manual intervention to main-
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tain all the revisions. Moreover, the software cannot revert to any previous revision
as it wants. Cicchetti shows how to apply model driven techniques to describe and
manage software upgrades of FOSS distributions [14]. This approach represents an
important advance with respect to the rollback of failed or unwanted upgrades. The
above methods of software upgrades do not discuss the acceleration optimization in
large-scale and heavy upgrades. Some open-source Linux package-management util-
ity (e.g. DebTorrent [15] and apt-p2p [16]) has started implementing a P2P solution
to a package distribution. Using a BitTorrent-like system, these voluntary mirrors
could simply join the swarm of peers for the archive. However, these approaches
are dependent on the Linux operating system. And the downloaded bytes of each
upgrade is relatively high. Moreover, these upgrade tools need to maintain all the
delta upgrade contents of packages.

Compared with the current software online upgrade approaches, our VSOUF
solution has the following superior features. First, VSOUF support infinite rollback
with the help of version control, which does not need to maintain the incremental
upgrade data manually. VSOUF delegates all the software versions to version control
systems automatically. For each upgrade, only the increment is downloaded. In
addition, VSOUF works high availability environments by means of peers in the
swarm. It is more reliable as central dependency is eliminated. Failure of one peer
does not affect the functioning of other peers. In case of other solutions, if the
upgrade server goes down the whole upgrade gets affected. Finally, VSOUF can
accelerate the network traffic and increase the download speed of each upgrade.

3 GOAL STATEMENTS

Online upgrade becomes more of a strategy when the system encourages or auto-
mates this procedure directly. It tries to lower the barrier for all clients to move to
the latest version. First, we propose the goal statements to improve the depend-
ability of online upgrades by combining them with the industrial standards [17].
A reliable upgrade can also be approached from the four viewpoints: automation,
atomicity, rollback and availability.

Automation of the upgrade: the whole process of software upgrade and manage-
ment of the software repository is aimed to minimize the human intervention.

Atomicity of the upgrade: at any time, old version of an object is not allowed
to service the client’s requests once control has been turned over to the new
version. Moreover, the end-to-end upgrade must be an atomic operation.

Rollback of the upgrade: if the new version of the object does not perform as
expected, it must be possible to revert to the old version of the object.

Availability of the upgrade: when an upgrade size reaches the limitations of band-
width, a mechanism is needed to allow users to upgrade software in a managed
way.
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4 ARCHITECTURE

Figure 1. The architecture and software online upgrade process of VSOUF

There are several components in the scenario of software online upgrades. The
first is upgrade client, which is the deployed software that needs updating frequently.
VSOUF is designed to keep the clients latest, eventually through an incremental
upgrade, to reduce the heavy workload. The second is upgrade server, which provides
the repository of software to store all the historical versions. With the help of
P2P acceleration, each upgrade client can download the data from several upgrade
servers (seeds) and other upgrade clients (peers) in the swarm. The last is upgrade
manager, that is instead of a manual maintenance of the revisions increments. In
our VSOUF solution, we delegate the management of revisions to version control
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systems automatically. For each upgrade, what the managers really do is committing
the changes of software to the repository. At the same time, the upgrade clients in
the swarm will detect the available updates.

The key point of VSOUF is weaving the file version control into ordinary peers
instead of centralizing them in a single server or some specific ones. As shown in
Figure 1, each peer acts as both the client and server respectively. Therefore, the
load of the centralized version control server is balanced into peers in the swarms
and single points of failure are avoided. Each file in the repository is managed by an
appointed peer, which takes charge of the version control and information recording
of the file.

VSOUF consists of two layers, distributed hash table (DHT) layer and version
control (VC) layer. VC layer, inside DHT layer, stores detailed information on each
file. Every upgrading operation on a file is logged. Whenever read/write operations
on a file are initialized, the VC layer of client resorts to DHT layer to find out the
corresponding repository seed and software online upgrade client peer (hereinafter
abbreviated to upgrade client) of the requested file and retrieves its information.

Figure 2. The distributed hash table layer of VSOUF

The main task of DHT layer is to locate the repository seed of requested files.
We adopt the BitTorrent [18] Protocol in DHT layer to achieve this goal. As the
improvement of BitTorrent, DHT is used to store peer contact information for tracker
less torrents [18]. In effect, each node becomes also a tracker. DHT layer is composed
of nodes and stores the location of peers (see Figure 2). There are some terms to
explain the architecture. A peer is a client/server listening on a TCP port that
implements the BitTorrent protocol; a node is a client/server listening on a UDP
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port implementing the DHT protocol. It is used to find peers and seeds in the
swarm; a seed is used to refer to a peer who has 100% of all the files of revisions.
Upgrade clients include a DHT node, which is used to contact other nodes in the
DHT to get the location of peers to download from using the BitTorrent protocol.

VC layer, which is built inside DHT layer, encapsulates the atomic version con-
trol operations and provides similar interfaces to normal file systems, such as check-
out, update and ignore. On one end, there is a VC repository seed that holds all
the versioned files of the software. On the other end, there is the upgrade client,
which manages local reflections of portions of that versioned data (called working
copy). We apply this version control approach in the scenario of the software online
upgrade. It resorts to DHT layer to look up the repository seed and the upgrade
client of a given file and takes charge of checkout and the upgrade of managed files.
The repository stores all the revisions with a specified data structure. All updating
operations on file are logged.

We have made further improvement to employ the P2P network to speed up
the version control solution of the software online upgrade. The whole process of
versioning-based software online upgrade is discussed in detail (see Figure 1). First
of all, the upgrade client requests the DHT closer node to get the other upgrade
clients and seeds of the repository by the unique node id. In addition, the DHT node
returns the list of seeds and upgrade clients. Finally, the upgrade client updates to
the latest revision when the local and remote revision number is inconsistent. To
avoid overloading the traffic of networks, VC layer of each peer caches the files. Not
only the contents but also the versions are cached. This mechanism, that client peers
also share its revision, assures the acceleration of software online upgrade. In this
paper, we employ a copy-modify-merge model [19] as an alternative to the version
control. This merge-based mechanism is borrowed from version control techniques
to achieve the data consistence.

5 SOFTWARE ONLINE UPGRADE APPROACH

The scenario, timeline and implementation details are given in this section. First,
we illustrate a usual scenario of the software online upgrade, in which an ideal
copy-modify-merge VC is adopted.

5.1 Timeline of Software Online Upgrade Approach

The timeline of an example is shown in Figure 3. In this scenario, the upgrade
manager first checks out the repository. Second, the developer will rectify the soft-
ware. Once there is a new release of the software, the developers will commit all the
changes to the repository with a log message. Then, the upgrade client will create
a personal working copy – a snapshot of the repository to formulate the initial re-
vision of the software. Also the ignore operation is executed to neglect the unique
personal file (generally it is the config file), which will not participate in the next
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Figure 3. The timeline of software online upgrades

upgrade. The upgrade clients will detect the changes of repository all the way. After
the developers commit the next changes to the repository, the upgrade client can
update to HEAD to upgrade the working copy to formulate a new software revision.
As the client will not modify the working copy besides the unique ignored personal
file, the conflict in the update operation will not appear.

5.2 Copy-Modify-Merge Software Online Upgrade Approach

If we want to formalize VSOUF, we must begin by defining the copy-modify-merge
approach over P2P networks.

• File Vi: a version of a file in the working copy, where i is the revision number,
e.g. V2.

• Base file VB, with B for BASE: the last file to be checked out or update prior
to any modification.

• Head file VH , with H for HEAD: the latest (or most recent) file in the working
copy. Note that the head file is the same for all clients. In contrast, the base
file is bound to the working copy, and may differ from user to user.

• Deltas against files ∆, is a patch file from Vi to Vj, ∆ := Vj −Vi, where i < j.

• Merging Deltas, applying deltas ∆ against the current file Vi will generate
a new file Vj, denoted as Vj = Vi + ∆.

• Working copy, denoted as 2-tuple workingCopy := ({Vi|Vi is a file}, latestFile-
System), where latestFileSystem is the filesystem tree.

• The file in the working copy is denoted as V = VB + ∆1 + ∆2 + . . .+ ∆n, where
n is times of deltas files ∆. Generally, VH = VB + ∆1 + ∆2 + . . .+ ∆m, where m
is times of deltas files ∆ from VB to VH .

• In order to describe the algorithm, the projection operator is introduced to
present the i th projection of n-ary sequence, denoted as i th(a1, a2, . . . , an) = ai,
e.g. 2 th(workingCopy) = latestFileSystem.
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In order to calculate the difference between two subsequent versions of a file,
we need to know which modifications have taken place. The identifying these mod-
ifications requires an analysis of the old and the new versions of the file. The
copy-modify-merge version control model lives and dies on its merging algorithms.
We provide only one such algorithm: a three-way differencing algorithm [20] that
is smart enough to handle data at a granularity of a single line of text. It allows
supplementing its content merge processing with external differencing utilities.

We can begin to define operations that somehow change the repository. In
particular, we consider the following file atomic operations on repositories: locate,
checkout, commit, update and ignore.

• The locate operation is used for the upgrade client to find the peers and seeds
in the swarms.

• The atomic operation checkout means checking out a repository to create a work-
ing copy of it on your local machine. This working copy is workingCopy :=
({VBi|VBi is a file}, latestFileSystem). This copy contains the HEAD (latest re-
vision) of the repository that constitutes the initial software. Note that we fetch
the downloaded file from lots of repository seeds at the same time.

• After checking out the working copy of the repository seed, the atomic commit
operation sends all of changes of software to the repository to formulate a new
revision. Then, the repository seed will synchronize to the other repository
peer in the swarms. For each file model Vi in the working copy workingCopy ,
the base model VB changed into VH , denoted as (V ′

i = V ′
iB + ∅) ← (Vi =

ViB + ∆1 + ∆2 + . . . + ∆n), where V ′
iB = ViB + ∆1 + ∆2 + . . . + ∆n.

• To bring the working copy up to date, the atomic update operation incorporates
the changes of the repository into its working copy, as well as any others, that
have been committed since the upgrade client checked it out. This working
copy is workingCopy := ({Vi|Vi is a file}, latestFileSystem), where Vi = VB +
∆1 + . . . + ∆n. In the scenario of the software online upgrade, the local files,
except the personal files, in the working copy will not be changed, and the file
should eventually be updated in order to make it current with the latest revision
of the repository. Note that there are two kinds of update. The former is the
update to HEAD , which means updating the working copy to the latest revision,
and the latter is the update to VERSION , which is a useful approach to revert
the software into the previous revision. The revert operation depends on deltas
against files.

• The ignore operation is the mechanisms to use file patterns (strings of literal and
special wildcard characters used to match against filenames) to determine which
files to be ignored. The file ignored will keep unmodified the next upgrade.

The algorithms initialize and upgrade is the core function of VSOUF. Most of
the time, the software will initialize by executing Algorithm 1. When there is a new
release of the software, the repository server sends the changes to your working copy
via upgrade operation (see Algorithm 2).
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Algorithm 1: Initialize
Input:

Node ID nodeId ;
Regular expression list of ignore ignorePatternList ;

Output:
Working copy workingCopy ;

1: request .node id = nodeId ;
2: response = locate(request);
3: workingCopy = checkout(response.seeds);
4: ignore(2 th(workingCopy), ignorePatternList);
5: return workingCopy ;

Algorithm 2: Upgrade
Input:

Node ID nodeId ;
Regular expression list of ignore ignorePatternList ;
Working copy workingCopy ;

Output:
Working copy workingCopy ;

1: request .node id = nodeId ;
2: response = locate(request);
3: ignore(2 th(workingCopy), ignorePatternList);
4: workingCopy = update(response.seeds , response.peers);
5: return workingCopy;

6 EXPERIMENTAL RESULT

The experiments were conducted on a Xeon(R) Core(TM) CPU E7-4807 1.86 GHz
6 Core server with 8 GB RAM, a 1 GB Realtek 8169 NIC in 100 M LAN. The sys-
tems were configured with a LINUX CENTOS 6.3, with kernel version 2.6.32-279.
We have developed the evaluating prototype using VSOUF on this server. All the
experiments are performed on a 16-peers cluster.

6.1 Fetching Time

If the upgrade client does not own the right file of revision, it has to fetch the
whole file from the repository seeds or peers in the swarm. The experiment was
performed to evaluate the cost of fetching different sizes of file in multiple peer
swarms. Supposed, there is a file to be updated from version 1 to 2. Figure 4 shows
the result of fetching 1 M, 50 M, 200 M and 500 M bytes of files from VSOUF with
0 peers, 4 peers and 16 peers. The results indicate that the acceleration effect is
obvious when the number of peers becomes greater and the files get larger. It is
easily explained theoretically that P2P network plays an important role in large file
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Figure 4. Comparison of fetching time upgraded from version 1 to 2

transfer. This experiment demonstrates that the transfer optimization in VSOUF
reduces the fetch time dramatically.

Next, we issue an upgrade from the same original revision to the same new
revision to measure the fetching time using different software online upgrade ap-
proaches. We use threads to simulate the online upgrade clients. Figure 5 shows
the fetching time of each upgrade with package-based, hash-based, versioning-based
and our VSOUF solutions. The fetching time of VSOUF solution remains constant
with different threads. When the number of threads exceeds 200, the fetching time
except our VSOUF solution becomes larger since this is caused by the bottleneck
of a single upgrade server. This result also illustrates that P2P acceleration of our
VSOUF solution is obvious especially under high concurrency as well.

6.2 Rollback Time

Besides the fetching time, we measure the update time for rolling back of the update.
First of all, we update an application from its initial version to its last version and
then roll back to the first version. Figure 6 shows the update time of our measured
file from version 1 to 3. The update time includes the whole process to apply a patch.
It includes loading the patch into memory, download files from the repository or
peers in the swarm. As shown in Figure 6, the time to roll back is very short due to
deltas against files. Though not exactly, the update time is also related the patch
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Figure 5. Comparison of fetching time of different solutions

size which roughly reflects the number of changes.

Approach Rollback

package-based limited support using downgrading or repackage
hash-based not clear
versioning-based infinite rollback using version control
VSOUF infinite rollback using version control

Table 1. Rollback support

Next, we compare the rollback support of different solutions. As depicted in
Table 1, the package-based solution provides the rollback using downgrading or
repackage operation. Generally, it needs many workloads to define the increment
of each upgrade. It is not clear that hash-based solution can support rollback.
Versioning-based and our VSOUF solution support infinite rollback capabilities with
the help of remote repository. This needs no extra data from the server. However,
our VSOUF has more superior features than the versioning-based approach, such as
high availability and P2P download acceleration.
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Figure 6. Update time and rollback time

Figure 7. Impact of software upgrade under a heavy load

6.3 Service Disruptions

To measure the impact of software upgrade on running services, we use Apache
Benchmark [21] to issue 20 000 requests for a single 1.0 MB file with 16 peers and
collect the throughput of Apache httpd server when an update from version 1 to
2 is in progress. The command is “ab -n 20000 -c 500 http://localhost/test.png”.
Figure 7 depicts the curve of throughput during the process of updating. There is
only a modest amount degradation (about 40% = 1− 0.4/0.65) during the update.
Besides, even under a heavy system load, the increase in update time is still modest
(from 0.4 s in Figure 4 to 0.65 s in Figure 7). Further, the time to evolve Apache
httpd is still very short, even under a heavy load.
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Approach Disruption Result

package-based server crashes failure
hash-based server crashes failure
versioning-based server crashes failure
VSOUF single server crashes success
VSOUF all the seeds crash might success

(got from the peers in the swarm)

Table 2. Service availability of different solutions

Next, we analyze the availability when some service providers crash. As depicted
in Table 2, only our VSOUF solution will be available by the seeds and peers in the
swarm.

6.4 Downloaded Bytes

Approach 0→ 1 1→ 2 2→ 3 3→ 4 4→ 5

package-based 5 190 k 8 305 k 55 158 k 1 245 k 123 735 k
hash-based 4 230 k 3 623 k 15 613 k 657 k 50 374 k
versioning-based 1 457 k 2 132 k 7 216 k 234 k 21 158 k
VSOUF with 4 peers 1 503 k 2 251 k 7 423 k 297 k 22 238 k

Table 3. Downloaded bytes of different solutions

We deploy the same software historical revisions (initial version is 0, and the next
version is 1, 2, 3, 4, 5 respectively) using the package-based, hash-based, versioning-
based and our VSOUF solution for further evaluation. Next, we measure the down-
loaded bytes to issue five upgrades (the change is 0→ 1, 1→ 2, 2→ 3, 3→ 4, 4→ 5)
using different software online upgrade approaches. As depicted in Table 3, the
downloaded bytes of versioning-based and our VSOUF solution are smaller than
other solutions because these two solutions only download the incremental data of
a changed file. And the downloaded data of VSOUF is just a little higher than
the versioning-based solution. That is because VSOUF needs extra communica-
tions with the seeds and peers in the swarm. The additional bytes are considered
negligible compared to the high availability and P2P download acceleration.

7 CONCLUSION

We have presented the design and evaluation of VSOUF, a new versioning-based
software online upgrade framework over a peer-to-peer network in this paper. It
provides upgrade services to users through a series of atomic version control oper-
ations, such as locate, checkout, commit, update and ignore. The primary goal of
this paper is employing DHT algorithm to locate the repository peer of requested
files and VC layer to manage the version information of files in the framework. As
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a result of the considerate mechanism of peer joining and departuring, it still runs
smoothly under single node failure scenarios. Improvements are still needed in the
framework, but the current results have shown a good performance of VSOUF.

This framework achieved its goal statement introduced in Section 3 from the
four viewpoints. First of all, the repository and working copy are managed by the
version control framework. What to do before each upgrade is committing the new
version working copy to the repository by the managers. And then, each client
peer can upgrade its local working copy. This framework enables many operations
to be entirely automated. Second, the atomic version control operations of this
framework guarantee the atomicity of the upgrade. Third, we provide an update
to REVISION operation to ensure the backtrack of software upgrades. Finally,
thanks to integration with P2P network, this framework becomes more available
when some peer nodes fail. The more peers in the swarm will guarantee the best
download speeds.
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